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A Closer Look at Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire

2005…….Rated PG-13 for sequences of fantasy violence and frightening images........Runtime: 157 min 

Plot Summary 
Harry's fourth summer and the following year at Hogwarts are marked by the Quidditch World Cup 
and the Triwizard Tournament, in which student representatives from three different wizarding 
schools compete in a series of increasingly challenging contests.  However, Voldemort's Death 
Eaters are gaining strength and even creating the Dark Mark giving evidence that the Dark Lord is 
ready to rise again.  In the unsuspecting lives of the young wizard and witches at Hogwarts the 
competitors are selected by the goblet of fire, which this year makes a very surprising 
announcement:  Hogwarts will have two representatives in the tournament, including Harry Potter! 
Will Harry be able to rise to the challenge for the TriWizard Tournament while keeping up with 
school or will the challenges along with Voldemort's rebirth be too much for the young hero?

Trivia 
The tune you hear the teens sing to the school song, "Hogwarts, Hogwarts, Hoggy Warty Hogwarts" was 
written by Mike Newell.  The lyrics first appeared in the first novel, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone.
(Traditionally the song can be sung to any tune the singer happens to like.) 
Mike Newell decided against the studio's original idea of adapting the extremely long book into two separate 
films to be released several months apart, figuring that he could cut enough of the book's bulky subplots to 
make a workable film.  It was Alfonso Cuarón, the director of Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (2004) 
who convinced him. 
Mike Newell is the first British director the film series has had. 
At least one full-scale dragon was constructed on set, which could even blow real fire. 
Mike Newell only received $1 million to direct (whereas Chris Columbus received $10 million plus a 
percentage of the gross to direct Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (2001)). 
During the underwater filming, Daniel Radcliffe, a couple of the cast members, and all of the underwater crew 
posed for a photo which he later sent out as a Christmas card with Rudolph noses and antlers photoshopped 

Directed by:
Mike Newell 

Written by:
Steven Kloves (screenplay) 
J.K. Rowling (novel) 

Eric Sykes………....Frank Bryce  
Timothy Spall……..Wormtail  
David Tennant…….Barty Crouch Junior  
Daniel Radcliffe…...Harry Potter  
Emma Watson…….Hermione Granger
Rupert Grint……….Ron Weasley
Mark Williams……..Arthur Weasley
James Phelps……..Fred Weasley

Oliver Phelps………...George Weasley  
Bonnie Wright………..Ginny Weasley
Jeff Rawle…………….Amos Diggory  
Robert Pattinson……..Cedric Diggory
Jason Isaacs………….Lucius Malfoy
Tom Felton…………...Draco Malfoy  
Stanislav Ianevski……Viktor Krum

Cast Overview:

Tagline: "Difficult times lie ahead, Harry." 



on everyone's faces. 
This time, safety divers swam in with scuba regulators to allow them to breathe without having to surface. 
These scenes were shot in a huge purpose-built tank with a blue-screen background.  Daniel Radcliffe alone 
logged 41 hours 38 minutes underwater during the course of filming.  At one point during training he 
inadvertently signaled that he was drowning, sending the crew into a huge panic to bring him back up to 
surface. 
Daniel Radcliffe suffered two ear infections following the underwater filming. 
The inscriptions on the Riddle's family tombstone had to be digitally changed at the last minute after fans of 
the books, having seen promotion stills released from the graveyard scene, pointed out that neither of the 
male Riddle names on the tombstone referred to Voldemort, like the filmmakers erroneously thought, but to 
his dad and grandfather. 

Goofs
Miscellaneous: In the second task Karkarof can be seen mouthing the words that Albus Dumbledore is 
saying.
Continuity: When he has emerged from the bath water after listening to the egg, Harry is sitting with Myrtle 
and his hair changes repeatedly between shots, going from completely smooth to having a bit of hair sticking 
straight out on his right side. 
Audio/visual unsynchronized: When Harry reads Sirius' letter to him, the shot of the letter reveals that 
Sirius's last words in it are, "By the way, the bird bites," but in the voice-over Sirius says "P.S.  The bird bites." 
Revealing mistakes: When watching the arrival of the Beauxbaton contingent (a stagecoach pulled by 7- 
winged horses), the Hogwarts students are looking in different directions:  some are still looking at the sky, 
some looking down, others looking straight to the front/camera. 
Continuity: During Dumbledore's speech before the third task, Karkaroff is standing behind Krum, and he 
begins to rub Krum's shoulders.  In the very next shot, Karkaroff's hands are still at his sides, and he begins to 
rub Krum's shoulders again. 
Audio/visual unsynchronized: In the waltz scene, the orchestra includes a couple of boys playing 
saxophones which are not actually heard in the played score. 
Crew or equipment visible: When Harry is picking up the licorice snaps when the cabinet to the pensieve is 
opening you can see a glimpse of Harry's microphone box on his back under his hoodie. 
Crew or equipment visible: When Harry is in Moody's office after the third task, and Moody closes the 
cabinet door after searching for more potion, a reflection of a crew member in a white shirt is reflected in the 
cabinet's glass. 
Audio/visual unsynchronized: When Cedric's father hugs him before he goes into the maze you hear him 
say, "good luck,” but his lips don't move.

Memorable Quotes 
Dumbledore: Oh, find the cup, if you can, but be careful:  You might just lose yourself in the process. 
Seamus Finnigan: It's not like I “try” to blow things up, exactly, it just sorta happens.  You gotta admit though, 
fire is fascinating. 
Professor Alastor 'Mad-Eye' Moody: [points to a mirror in his office] That's my Foe-Glass.  Lets me keep an 
eye on my enemies.  When I see the whites of their eyes, it means they're right behind me.  
Albus Dumbledore: Dark and difficult times lie ahead, Harry.  Now is the time that we must choose between 
what is right, and what is easy. 
Dumbledore: Curiosity is not a sin, Harry.  However, from time to time, you should exercise caution. 
Viktor Krum: You have no business here.  This tent is for champions, and for friends.  



Dialogue Starters
1. Harry is famous, but it is hard for him to make friends.  In all the books and movies Rowling 
portrays this.  Can kids learn something valuable from this common “celebrity” problem?  What 
troubles can kids bring on themselves to “be popular”? 

2. “I’d rather face the dragon than ask a girl to the ball.”  Why?  Do you remember….? 

3. Remember how Hermione’s beautiful evening at the ball was ruined by Harry and Ron, leaving 
her in tears on the steps?  What was the problem?  Is it just immaturity or something else? 

4. The Tri-Wizard Tournament is SO important that there is a lot of cheating.  The coaches “helped 
their champion” by divulging information.  Does this just set a bad example, teach that the world of 
sports is like that, or what?  Compare it to the steroid problem for Olympic and professional 
athletes.  Does the pressure to succeed in grades, sports, etc. teach kids wrong priorities?  

5. Harry is only a “so-so” young magician, far less skilled than others, yet he prevails!  What do 
you see that gives him the edge?  Is this something we can develop and encourage in our children? 

6. It is clear that the power of love to defeat evil is still misunderstood by the evil Lord Voldemort.  
It is also clear that Harry’s death is somehow necessary for evil to gain ultimate power.  What do 
you believe is the reason for this?  What do you think would happen if Harry died? 

7. “Dark and difficult times lie ahead, Harry.  Soon we must all face the choice between what is 
right... and what is easy.”  Are we in those times too?  Relate this to Raleigh’s teaching in First 
Peter.  Do we here in safe, comfortable America really relate to this?  What if terrorists had 
successfully taken out LA’s tallest building as they had hoped? 

8. Harry risked losing the water contest because he feared the champion who should save the fourth 
“victim” was not coming and time was nearly up, so he rescued two, to his own peril.  For this he 
was awarded second place even though he finished, not only last, but even late.  He might have 
realized the “victims” were not in any real danger, but he has a “savior mindset” which has gotten 
him into trouble before and will get him into even worse trouble in future books.  Is this the “moral 
fiber” (for which he was commended) or a character flaw? 

9. Harry Potter is controversial among Christians because of three words:  wizards, witches, and 
magic.  Deuteronomy 18:10-11 warns us to avoid engaging in pagan rituals and sorcery, and for 
sure, Christianity and witchcraft don't mix.  Do you feel movies like Harry Potter and Narnia are 
teaching witchcraft as a religion or using magic as a literary device for the story’s themes?  Even if 
you object to the some of the ways magic is portrayed in Harry Potter, do you think it is better for 
families to avoid it or to watch it with their children and discuss it? 
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Redeeming Harry Potter 

Excerpts from a Christianity Today Commentary by Russ Breimeier 11/15/05 

Used by permission of Christianity Today International, Carol Stream, IL 60188.  

http://www.christianitytoday.com/movies/commentaries/redeemingharrypotter.html 

Harry Potter remains a hot potato, polarizing Christians left and right because of three words: wizards, 

witches, and magic. Deuteronomy 18:10-11 warns us to avoid engaging in pagan rituals and sorcery, and 

for sure, Christianity and witchcraft don't mix. 

But in the last five years, I've noticed a gradual attitude shift toward Harry Potter among Christians. 

Though many still condemn the series—and anyone who approves of it—they seem to be diminishing in 

number even as others write in praise of it. In my interactions with other Christians from all over the U.S, 

I'm finding more indifference—and even enthusiasm—in recent years than condemnation, regardless of 

region or denomination. 

I count myself among those whose minds have apparently changed. Interestingly enough, I was first 

exposed to Potter-mania when Goblet of Fire was published in 2000. Like many Christians, I was skeptical 

to the idea of enjoying a children's book about witches and wizards; it seemed too immature—and 

pagan—to appreciate. Then some Christians whom I trust insisted I give the books a try. I did, and now 

regard Harry Potter as the best fantasy series since Star Wars and Lord of the Rings. 

Some would say the Potter series is subtly encouraging Christians to embrace the occult, but unlike 

television programs like Charmed or the animated series W.I.T.C.H., Harry Potter doesn't seem rooted in 

the same rituals and religion that Scripture warns us about. People seem to be changing their minds after 

seeing the films or reading the books, discovering that there's more to J.K. Rowling's multi-volume 

masterpiece than fantastic storytelling. They're finding redemptive themes that point to larger life lessons 

in harmony with Christian beliefs. 

How Magic Is Used 

The subject of magic is the ultimate source of contention when it comes to Harry Potter. Whenever magic 

is used in the arts, Christians should ask two simple questions: what's the source of the magic, and how is 

it used? 

If Rowling intended Harry Potter as Wiccan propaganda, I'd be the first to jump ship. But the author is 

emphatic: she doesn't believe in magic. So how can she be promoting witchcraft as a religion? Instead, 

she uses magic as a vehicle for the plot—a literary device for the story's themes. 

In explaining his beloved Chronicles of Narnia, and in reference to Merlin in his sci-fi novel That Hideous 

Strength, C. S. Lewis differentiates between two kinds of magic. Invocational magic is the dangerous kind 

that's warned about in the Bible, calling upon dark forces and ancient spirits to serve our selfish desires. 

Incantational magic, by contrast, is about harmonizing with the will of our creator—and that's the sort of 

spells we find in the works of Lewis and J.R.R. Tolkein, two of Rowling's favorite authors. 

Now, Wiccans might argue they're simply seeking harmony with nature, while Buddhists seek inner 

harmony with the world around them, and the Jedi of Star Wars seek harmony with the Force. But to me, 

the magic in Harry Potter doesn't get as far as invocational vs. incantational. It's more like the mutant 

powers of the X-Men in that it's something that certain characters are born with—in the world of Harry 

Potter, you accept it and move on. There's no religion or worship involved (other than references to 

Halloween and Christian holidays like Christmas and Easter), and only the evil dabble with the "Dark Arts." 

Thus children are taught Defense Against the Dark Arts as a subject in school. 



When a character casts a spell, they simply wave their wand and recite a Latin word/phrase taught in 

school. When Harry breaks his glasses, his friend Hermione says Reparo and they're fixed. By reciting 

Lumos, students can use their wands as flashlights; to light the fireplace, Incendio. 

The exception is the Patronus charm, which is used to ward off the Dementors—dark creatures that cause 

despair, capable of stealing the soul. Harry is taught to think happy memories while reciting Expecto 

Patronum, which literally means, "to throw forward a guardian." Interestingly, John Granger explains in 

his book Looking for God in Harry Potter that it can also be interpreted as "I look/long for my savior and 

deliverer." Incantational magic or prayer? You decide. 

Ultimately, the source of the characters' powers isn't really addressed, and that's fine for the purpose of 

the story. Rowling places far more emphasis on how the individuals choose to use their powers and 

abilities in relation to others. Magic has traditionally been used in this way as a metaphor in classic 

literature, as something that can hold meaning in our own lives. 

Good vs. Evil 
One of the greatest strengths of the Potter series is its treatment of right and wrong. Rowling loves 

playing with duality in the characters, showing that we're all capable of good or evil, yet always clearly 

distinguishing the two. Things aren't always as they seem in Harry Potter, but we're always clear on right 

and wrong. It is, in fact, a key line to look for in Goblet of Fire, when wise mentor Professor Dumbledore 

explains to Harry that he will face the choice between doing what is right and what is easy. 

Love Conquers All 
One of the most significant themes of Harry Potter is sacrificial love. You could say it's a quality that runs 

strongly in the Potter family, since his mother's love created a protection spell for the infant Harry, making 

him the only survivor to ward off Voldemort's evil. Since then, Harry has regularly chosen what's right 

over what's easy by placing others ahead of himself. In the first book/film, Harry's selflessness allows him 

to overcome evil and recover the Sorcerer's Stone before the baddies do. In The Chamber of Secrets, his 

brave rescue of a friend nearly costs him his life. In Goblet of Fire, watch for an underwater sequence 

where Harry once again risks his life for his friends. 

Themes of love conquering all and laying down one's life aren't unique in literature, but could those 

themes be common because they're timeless truths at the core of Christianity? "Greater love has no one 

than this, that he lay down his life for his friends" (John 15:13). 

Safe for Christians? 

I certainly wouldn't suggest that it's an explicitly "Christian" series. Parents of younger readers should 

make sure their children understand that the witchcraft of the books is not to be confused with the 

witchcraft of our world. 

But by the same token, parents should caution their children that we don't use lightsabers to settle our 

differences, that the magic in Lord of the Rings and The Wizard of Oz is equally fictional, and that, literally 

speaking, we don't worship an all-powerful lion. To borrow a phrase from The Lion, The Witch and The 

Wardrobe, none of these classics are perfectly "safe," but they're all very good. We just need to learn how 

to respond to books and movies, distinguishing between fantasy and reality—and I daresay that some 

adults seem to have a harder time with that than their kids. 

Harry Potter admittedly blurs the line between fiction and reality because its heroes are denoted as 

"wizards" and "witches." But an understanding of fictional magic as opposed to real occult practices helps 

clarify the context of the series, and can thus lead to some rewarding interpretations and discussions for 

readers and filmgoers of any age. 

For more about the Christian elements of Harry Potter, check out John Granger's Looking for God in Harry 

Potter and/or Connie Neal's What's a Christian to Do with Harry Potter? Meanwhile, there are also books 

disapproving of the series, including Harry Potter and the Bible by Richard Abanes. 
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